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virgin mother and child; heavenly
stream from heaven afar, heavenly

infant, so tender and mild, sleep in
hosts sing alleluia; Christ, the

heavenly peace, sleep in
Savior, is born! Christ, the

heavenly peace.
Savior is born! (- Cong.)
Unis. Choir (or Soloist) \textit{mf}
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love's pure light, radiant beams from
sweet lullaby.
Rocking Jesus,

thy holy face, with the dawn of remeek and mild.
Mary calms her
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deeming grace. Jesus, Lord, at thy
tiny child. Gently holding the

birth, Jesus, Lord, at thy
tiny Prince of Peace. Jesus Prince of
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Birth.

Peace.
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Sleep in heavenly peace.
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C 5844  Candlelight Carol (with Silent Night)  SATB
C 5672  Faithful Is God  SATB
C 5657  Great Is Thy Faithfulness  SATB
C 5745  Hosanna Processional  SATB
C 5614  I Thank You, Lord  SATB
C 5786  I Thank You, Lord  SATB
C 5760  Lord, Lead Us On  SATB
C 5713  The Music of Christmas  SATB
C 5778  O Come to Us, Emmanuel  SATB
C 5811  Our Song Shall Rise to Thee (Holy, Holy, Holy)  SATB
C 5736  When in Our Music God Is Glorified  SATB